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Recent years saw the proliferation of qipao exhibition in 
Hong Kong (2016, 2013, 2010), Taipei (2013) and 
Singapore (2012). All of which have seemingly different 
curatorial directions. What was transmitted through these 
qipao shows? Beyond the Chinese bodily appearance, 
what did the dress convey in different Chinese regions?
This essay will commence with a brief history of the 
dress, followed by discussion of exhibitions in Hong 
Kong, Singapore and Taipei addressing the relation of 
Chinese women’s bodily appearance to their identities and 
perceived locality. 
In Men’s Clothes For Equality
The origin of the qipao opens up numerous debates. 
Popular belief leans towards an affiliation with the Manchurians whose name gave birth 
to the dress. Consequently, it is often seen as a continued evolution of the Manchurian 
dress. Historical and visual evidences revealed a close association with Chinese menswear 
of the time (Finnane 2008, 1996, Ng 2006: 100-1). The early-1920s qipao had a 
wide, “angular and puritanical” cut, resembling the men’s changpao and worn by women 
advocating gender equality. At the peak of women’s emancipation in the early 1920s, 
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women’s cross-dressing reflected their desire for equal 
rights and respect for their individuality. Those that wore 
the 1920s angular qipao were not limited to women 
activists and returning overseas students (Ng 2006: 272-4, 
Scott 1958: 81-3), but also trendy women who followed 
new ideas (Wong 1975: 98). Despite many suggested 
names to differentiate the dress from Manchu ladies’ wear 
of the Qing dynasty – for instance, changsan, changyi, 
changpao, zhonghua pao (Minguo ribao, 27/2/1926, 
cited in Ng 2006: 274) – none were adopted. The name 
qipao was eventually accepted.
Women’s Standard Dress under Nationalism
Following the abolition of foot-binding (1911) and breast-binding (1928), Chinese 
women’s bodies experienced a transformation that required a new wardrobe. The qipao 
emerged at the right time in order to address the problem of changes in the body and size 
and the dilemma that many fashion-trend followers were unable to fit into ready-made or 
western-style garments. Many Chinese women were prosumers of their own qipao. (Ling 
2009) They embraced its stylistic changes that made it part and parcel of the fashion 
cycle, in tune with western trends and influences. 
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是中國的明顯標誌（Clark 2000, Roberts 1997）。在《蘇
絲黃的世界》這部荷里活電影裏，小說人物蘇絲黃穿着貼
身長衫，這個形象不但使旗袍瘋魔歐美各國，也使它跟性
Modernity and Consumer Culture 
Nonetheless, the qipao had an indissoluble l ink 
with the capitalist drive for Western modernity and 
commercialisation. Western powers had long imposed 
modernity on China via an ever-widening and interactive 
network of communication and exchange with the 
capitalist West. The qipao’s perceived Chinese sartorial 
tradition, materiality, and wild partnership with western-
style accessories prevailed. Its wearers in the 1920s 
and 1930s represented an emerging middle class with 
some education, financial independence, and social and 
cultural awareness: they are the signifiers of the hegemony 
of the modern. Those women wearing their qipaos were 
significant in the creation of a progressive China and were 
co-opted by the state as Republican icons.
The practice through which Chinese women incorporated Western-inspired clothing features into their qipao 
was paralleled by the nation’s desire for modernisation. (Ling 2012) Its later banning under Communist rule 
for its association with bourgeois decadence only enforced its functioning symbolism and indelible relation 
to national agenda. (Ling 2007a) Although today, the dress remains as cultural souvenir from the Mainland, 





















The East-West Binary of Hong Kong cheongsam
Elsewhere in Hong Kong, the dress experienced a 
remarkable evolution given the mass migration of skilled 
tailors in late 1940s and the dress as Hong Kong Chinese 
women’s standard wear in 1950s and 1960s. Numerous 
functions also ensure its lifespan: as school uniform, costume 
and party-wear, ceremonial dress in wedding banquets, 
uniforms in the servicing and entertainment industry as well 
as a strong marker of Chineseness whenever it is worn. 
(Clark 2000, Roberts 1997) The image of the fictional 
character, Suzie Wong in her clinging cheongsam in the Hollywood production, The 
World of Suzie Wong (dir. Richard Quine, 1960), has not only popularised the dress in 
Euro-America but also largely attributed it sexy, exotic and eroticism (Ling 2007b). Such 
images have since, to a certain extent, typified the style of Hong Kong cheongsam (ibid) 
whenever it is re-created and exhibited. Only to be reaffirmed by the seductive cheongsams 
in Hong Kong Chinese directed film, In the Mood for Love (dir. Wong Kar-wei, 2000). 
Both the western and Chinese gaze have since been trapped under the reconstructed 
sheath of Maggie Cheung whose cheongsams in the film have stirred an international 
sensation. The cinematic setting of an imagined 1950s Hong Kong evokes an image of 
East-meets-West whereby the dress takes share (Chang 2017). Out of the limelight, the 
ever westernised and trend sensitive cheongsam has always been a strong feature running 
across numerous cheongsam exhibitions curated by the Hong Kong Museum of History: 
The Evergreen Classic: Transformation of the qipao (2010); A Century of Fashion: Hong 
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Fig. 1
Emerging Hong Kong fashion 
designers were invited to recreate 
qipao for The Evergreen Classic: 
Transformation of the Qipao (2010). 
The Hong Kong styled qipao is 
characterised by its fashionability 
and trend sensitivity.






















Kong Cheongsam Story (2013); Modern Oriental Beauty (2016). If fashionability is the 
major ingredient of Hong Kong cheongsam, earnestly supported it is Cheongsam Connect 
(est. 2014), a non-profit social group promoting the tradition of making and wearing of 
contemporary cheongsam. Group members, including keen cheongsam designers and 
wearers, take the dress to everyday wear embracing innovative materials and new ways 
of adaptation (Tsang 2016, Cheung 2016) whilst setting its style apart from those in 
neighbouring Chinese regions (Fig. 1).
Further to its the stylistic variations, naming has expanded 
the dimension of the dress’s hybridity if not politics. Hong 
Kong is the only Chinese region in which both terms – 
cheongsam and qipao – are interchangeably used to 
describe the dress. It is commonly understood that both 
terms refer to the same dress; the former Cantonese 
pronunciation, the latter Mandarin. However, to some, 
disagreement arouses when it comes to naming. Some 
consider the former refers to the dress in its causal form 
(usually reaching up to knee length), whilst the latter a 
more formal and evening look (usually reaching the ankle). 
Some tailors insisted that the dress must be called qipao 
for men’s long robe shares the same name (of cheongsam) 
according to Cantonese dialect. Agreement has never 























the recent political climate endures the term cheongsam 
in Hong Kong to distinct itself from the mainland and 
Taiwan. At a time when Hong Kong strikes to be heard, its 
political right and autonomy are under threat, naming of 
the dress underlies the conflicts between the post-colonial 
city and its motherland. It is not without reason that the 
city has indulged in a collective preservation of colloquial 
heritage and tradition since the millennium. The urge to 
withstand a distinguish Hong Kong-ness sees the revamp 
and recognition of many forms of local art, cultural and 
tradition. The cheongsam has merely become one of these 
engineering programmes. 
Taiwanese qipao: Double-scored hybridity
In Taiwan, the East-West stylistic binary is complicated by 
the colonial Japanese influence which can be found in the 
exhibition, Qipao: Memory Modernity and Fashion in the 
National Taiwan Museum (2013). During the period of Japanese colonialisation, a gradual 
process of assimilation was enforced to inculcate Taiwan with a sense of “Japaneseness” 
(Kuo 2000). 1920s and 1930s saw the blend of Japanese and western styles and 
the fusion of tradition and modernity. Anxious of the erosion of traditional values by the 
colonial power, in late 1920s, the New Cultural Movement was launched by Taiwanese 
intellectuals to preserve the advantages of Chinese traditional culture. Qipao were worn 
on formal public occasions to assert cultural identity, some wore it as an opposition to 
colonialisation. 
However, the trend of 1930s’ fashionable qipao from Shanghai only came to Taiwan 
via Japan, same to other western imports such as Hollywood movies, western music and 
magazines. It is worth noting that the occidental clothes, lifestyle and consumable products 
first introduced to Taiwan during the colonial period, were a version already filtered by 
the Japanese. They became the instructor on the way occidental clothes or lifestyle could 
be adapted and presented. In essence, the double gaze - East (i.e. colonial Japanese 
power) and West (western influence via the lens of Japan) – is at play. (Ling 2018) When 
it comes to Taiwanese qipao, its aesthetics and occidental influences have much to do with 
its colonial past. In some cases, the visibility of colonial touch is prevalent in the making 
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Fig. 2
Japanese inspired Taiwanese qipao 
Left: Satin qipao suit with machine 
embroidery, c. 1970 
(Ms Cheng Shaun Hua made  
for her daughter’s wedding); 
Right: Ankle-length printed qipao with 
large floral pattern design, c. 1980 
(donated by Ms Lai Ha Quin). 
Courtesy of Chinese Textiles and 




約 1970（Cheng Shaun Hua 
女士為她女兒的婚禮製作）；
右：大花紋設計的長款旗袍，




The use of batik in Sinaporean qipao, featured in In the Mood for Cheongsam 
(2012), National Museum of Singapore.
Courtesy of National Museum of Singapore, National Heritage Board
新加坡國家博物館「旗遇」（2012）展覽中展示的新加坡蠟染布旗袍。

















的象徵意義（Lee and Chung 2012）。小部分展示的旗袍
在製作過程中，用了蠟染的布料。此外，穿旗袍的人也不
of the dress given the use of Japanese motifs and textile. 
Unlike qipao exhibitions in Hong Kong where the focus lied 
in the wealth of exclusivity and sublime tailoring, the one 
in Taiwan drew on memories, self-dressmaking (Laumann 
2013) and most of all modernity underlined by double-
scored hybridity (Fig. 2).
The hybrid harmony in Singaporean cheongsam
Nevertheless, Cantonese phonetic system suggests that the 
term cheongsam refers to men’s long robe in 1910s and 
1920s China, according to May Kheun Chung, the curator 
of In the Mood for Cheongsam (2012) at the National 
Museum of Singapore. While many Cantonese speakers 
continue to refer the dress as cheongsam, the name implies 
certain hybridity, gender exchange in this case, which 
partly explains its choice for the title of the exhibition. 
At heart of the show is hybridity however neither is it gender 
related nor can it be muddled up with that of Hong Kong or Taiwan. In particular the 
Chineseness, with which the dress is associated, via Hong Kong and Taiwan is seemingly 
conflicted with Singapore’s multicultural harmony and promotion of Asian rather than 
Chinese values. The functioning symbolism of the qipao is seen at work when the exhibition 














Chung 2012). A handful of dresses on display featured 
the incorporation of Batiks in its making. The diversity of 
wearers can be traced beyond Chinese women. The 
harmony of multicultural society was mapped in a single 
exhibition in which the qipao has been taken to address 
national desire given Chinese as the highest populated 
racial group in the country. The multicultural harmony that 
forms part of the national agenda in the can be found in 
the dress’s harmony of hybridity. The selected range of 
hybrid qipao, in the Singaporean context, allows such a 
preconception to persist. In spite of the influx of international 
fashion, contemporary Singaporean designers refer to 
their multicultural roots. As such, multi-ethnic characteristics 
typified by the newly created qipao have its visible 
presence in the contemporary session of the said exhibition 
(Fig. 3). 
Three types of qipao; various kinds of Chinese sensation
To conclude, adaptability, versatility, and inclusiveness 
were the backbone of the qipao, whose popularity was 
facilitated by nationalism and the growing consumer culture 
following the collapse of the imperial power. Chinese 
women defeated the authorities by tactically intervening 
through adopting prevailing trends in the design of their 
qipao. The dress became an autonomous territory from 
which to discard the label of women as weak and bearers of the tradition. Style change 
and the inclusion of western-inspired elements have characterised the dress since the 
1930s. 











Chinese women fashioned the qipao according to their 
socio-cultural, economical and political situations. Their 
sensitivity to their immediate surroundings saw further 
variations of the dress across different Chinese regions. 
If hybridity is the adjective of the dress within, which is the 
coexistence of numerous hybridities. All of which embody 
Chinese sensation in distinctive ways. Although to most 
foreign eyes, such sensation may seem similar, the subtle 
differences are huge to the Chinese. So much as the qipao 
remains a strong marker of cultural identity, the multiple 
Chineseness is a story that the Chinese choose to retell over 
and over again.
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